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Police Report 

        Bunessan 25 April 1860 
Flora Campbell Daughter of and now or lately residing with Mary Ferguson residing at Taoslin 

Ardtun in the united Parishes of Kilfinichen and Kilvickeon or now or lately residing with Malcolm  
Black a Sailor now or lately residing Lower Ardtun village in the united Parishes aforesaid is Charged 
for the Crime of Theft in So far as on or about the evening of the 14th day of February 1860 -  the Said 
Flora Campbell wickedly Maliciously and Theftuously away take a quantity of Peats from a Peat Stack 
Situated a Side the Shore (or Seashore) at Lower Ardtun village aforesaid the Property or in the lawfull 
possession of Hugh McKinnon Crofter residing at Heanish Island of Tyree all in the united Parishes 
aforesaid Island of Mull and Shire of Argyll 
     John Macffarlane 
      Constable  
 
Evidence Dugald Douglass a Pauper residing at Lower Ardtun village who Says, Hugh McKinnon from 
Tyree left a Peat Stack here on my charge and in Spite of all I could do a great deal of the Peats had 
been Stolen.  I rebuilt that Stack thrice after peats had been Stolen and I can [de..lately] say to the 
best of my Judgement that 5 heavy burdens had been stolen and carried away -------- 
 
Janet McLucas residing with Widow McLucas residing Lower Ardtun village who Says -  In the month 
of February last few days after the death of my father John McLucas in the dusk I found Flora 
Campbell who was then residing here with Malcolm  Black Stealing Peats from a Peat Stack belongs 
to Hugh McKinnon in Tyree  My mother and Meron Smith also saw her for I cryed Meron Smith to see 
her in the act of Stealing  
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Meron Smith a General Servant residing at Lower Ardtun who Says I went down to Widow McLucas’s 
house few days after the death of her husband John and the moment I reached the widow’s house I 
was called upon by Janet McLucas to see Flora Campbell Stealing peats from peat Stack belonging to 
Hugh McKinnon in Tyree I saw her distinctly  carrying a large creel full of peats on her back to the 
house of Malcolm  Black here where the said Flora Campbell then was residing 
 
Remarks by Constable  Peat Stealing has been carried on to Some extent of late about Ardtun and 
other parts in Ross and I have been much bothered of late endeavouring to find proof to get Some of 
them convicted the above case is clear and I should like very much to get her Sharply dealt with  
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